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In the energy sudden (ES) approximation for nonreactive molecular collisions, there 
exist factorization relations by which an arbitrary T -matrix element can be predicted 
as a spectroscopic linear combination of those out of some other, input state. These 
were first discovered for ground state input but this restriction was later removed. 
This general form of the spectroscopic factorization relations is straightforwardly 
extended here to ES dissociative collisions. One fmds that in predicting dissociation 
amplitudes out of some state, it is necessary to use input data out of a higher (energy) 
bound state. Thus ground state factorization relations cannot be used. The structure 
of two natural forms of the factorization relation coefficients (equivalent by virtue of 
ES consistency conditions among T -matrix elements out of a single state) are 
analyzed in detail for a collinear atom-truncated square-well diatomic oscillator 
system. Relevance of these results to the prediction of (dissociative) state specific 
vibrational enhancement/inhibition is discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The bimolecular, collision-induced dissociation (CID) 
process plays a basic role in the kinetics of high temper-
ature gases (where a significant fraction of molecules have 
collision energies above the dissociation threshold) 1 and 
there are many other processes such as unimolecular 
decay, charge transfer, etc., where CID plays an important 
role (if only as a competitor). Another important process, 
recombination, is the (time) reverse of CID. A variety of 
classical, semiclassical, and quantal methods have been 
used to calculate CID cross sections,l-4 usually concen-
trating on the total energy and reactant vibrational state 
dependence of the total dissociation probability. 
We consider here a quantal description of collisions 
between a nonreactive projectile and a molecule which 
can undergo dissociation. The projectile could be a (struc-
tureless) atom or a nonreactive polyatomic (e.g., a vibrotor 
with harmonic binding potential or a rigid rotor). Let Has 
denote the Hamiltonian for the separated projectile and 
molecule and 0 nt the sum of all interactions between 
them so the full Hamiltonian for the system is 
(l.l) 
Let M, K denote the prepared asymptotic internal 
state labels and relative momenta for the projectile/ 
molecule system. This asymptotic state is described by 
the Has eigenfunction cJ>MK(r, R) = cJ>M(r). (21r)-3/2e il{. R, 
where rand R denote the internal and relative nuclear 
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coordinates, respectively. In ket notation, this state is 
denoted by IcJ>MK) = IMK) = 1M) ® IK). The full 
scattering states, 11f~>, corresponding to IcJ>MK> may be 
obtained from 
11f~) = Q±IcJ>MK), 
where the Moller operators Q± are defined by5 
Q± = lim e+iHtl"e-iHast/". 
1-+00 
The corresponding T matrices5 
T± = 0 ntQ± 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
may be used to calculate molecule bound state to bound 
state, or bound state to break-up transition amplitudes 
by taking appropriate matrix elements of T± between Has 
eigenvectors (see Appendix A). In the case of breakup, 
the corresponding Has eigenbras are denoted (cJ>~kl{l 
= (cJ>~kl ® (KI, where m labels the final internal state of 
the projectile and two or more molecular fragments and 
k are the corresponding relative asymptotic momenta of 
the molecular fragments. Of course, 1cJ>~k> = Imk+) is 
associated with the scattering process involving only (dis-
sociated) molecular fragments and are thus determined 
by the intramolecular interactions (cf. Ref. 1). (The +/-
labels denote incoming/outgoing boundary conditions for 
these scattering problems.) 
If energy transfer or dissociation is induced by a 
suitably high energy projectile (especially a light atom) 
striking a molecule, then, we might anticipate a regime 
in which the internal nuclear coordinates of the molecule 
(including the dissociative degree of freedom) and projec-
tile do not change significantly during the time they 
interact. For example, a high energy light atom may 
impart momentum impulsively on collision with (one of 
the constituent atoms in) a heavy diatom, so that the 
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orientation and bond length of the diatom do not change 
significantly during the "instant" of collision. In this 
energy sudden (ES) regime, one can show that the T± 
matrices described above are local in the internal nuclear 
coordinates.6,7 We show here that a straightforward gen-
eralization of the ES analysis for nonreactive collisions8 
to the dissociative case (again exploiting locality) dem-
onstrates linear dependencies between P-matrix elements. 
These are described as consistency conditions, relating 
those out of a fixed reactant state, and factorization 
relations, predicting any matrix element from those out 
of a specific (input) reactant state. It will be essential here 
to use the general form of the factorization relations, 
where one is not restricted to the ground state as input. 
In this work we analyze the factorization relations 
concentrating on dissociative atom-diatom collisions (so 
the m label does not appear since, after dissociation, all 
fragments are structureless atoms, and M labels the 
internal states of the diatom). Here they include the 
relations 
(k''I'IT±IM') = f dkAh(M'IM)(k'l'IT±IM) 
+ ~ Ai'M(M'IM)(MIT±IM) (1.5) 
M 
for M' of lower energy than M (thus M cannot be the 
ground state). All T±-matrix elements are understood to 
have the same relative momentum labels K and K' which, 
for notational convenience, have been suppressed here. 
The A ± coefficients are spectroscopic in the sense that 
they do not depend on the three-body dynamics (or 
projectile-molecule interaction), but do depend on the 
intramolecular interactions (and are given as singular 
integrals involving the corresponding complete set of 
molecular wave functions). For M' == M, the coefficients 
A± satisfy 
Ak\(MIM) == 5(k - k'), A.lM(MIM) = O. (1.6) 
For a molecule with many bound states (below the 
dissociation continuum) and M' close to M, one might 
expect that Ai ... (M'IM) [or at least the part providing the 
dominant contribution to Eq. (1.5)] becomes a sharply 
peaked function in k centered near k' and that A~M(M'IM) 
will be "small." The function Ai ... (M'IM) should be most 
sharply peaked for the choice of M' = M - 1 and, if 
(k'l'IT±IM) does not vary much over the width of this 
peak, then the approximation 
(k''I'IT±IM - I) = Ai-(M)(k''I'IT±IM), 
where 
A~(M) = f dk Ai ... (M - 11M) (1.7) 
should be accurate. Equation (1. 7) provides (dissociative 
state specific) information on vibrational enhancement! 
inhibition [i.e., A~(M) < I/A~(M) > 1] from a nondy-
namical calculation. However, we caution that while the 
bras have the same total energy (as usual for such 
discussions), those of the kets differ so (at least) one of 
these matrix elements must be half-off-the-energy shell.6 
However, if the difference between the M and M - 1 
bound state energies is small compared to the total energy, 
this off-shell effect may be negligible. 
In Sec. II, we sketch the derivation of the general 
form of the factorization relations and consistency con-
ditions for ES collisions of a projectile and dissociative 
molecule (parallel to the nonreactive treatment). We 
emphasize the constraints, such as downward prediction, 
required in Eq. (1.5) for convergence of the factorization 
coefficient functions. In Sec. III, we consider a collinear 
atom-diatom system where the diatom binding potential 
is a truncated square well (TSW). The form of factorization 
coefficient functions, obtained by Cauchy Principal Value 
regularization of the defining singular integrals, is analyzed 
by contour integral methods. We also discuss an important 
modified form of these coefficients where the consistency 
conditions are used to ensure that those for downward 
transitions "nearly" vanish. A variety of numerical results 
for systems are presented in Sec. IV demonstrating that, 
for the modified form of the factorization coefficients, in 
addition to a sharply peaked contribution near k', Ai ... (M 
- 11M) has additional "almost" zero-area asymptotically 
periodic ringing structure. The coefficient ANM) of Eq. 
( 1.7) is extracted from this data and the ramifications for 
(dissociative) state specific vibrational enhancement/in-
hibition of CID are discussed. Finally, in Sec. V, we give 
some concluding remarks concentrating on the require-
ments for validity of our method of extraction of vibra-
tional enhancement/inhibition behavior. 
II. ENERGY SUDDEN FACTORIZATION 
RELATIONS AND CONSISTENCY CONDITIONS 
Let )Y denote the full Hilbert space of the projectile-
molecule system and )Y = )Y rei ® )Yinto the decomposition 
into projectile-molecule relative and internal parts. In the 
ES regime, appropriate (suitably high relative kinetic 
energy) T-matrix elements with respect to )Y re), regarded 
as operators on )Yinto are local (i.e., diagonal in the 
internal coordinates). Thus we have that 
Th{r, r') = Th{r)5(r - r'). (2.1) 
Using Eq. (2.1), we may readily derive factorization 
relations and consistency conditions following the tech-
nique of Chan et al. 8 From now on the K, K' labels, 
which are indices for every T-matrix element, will be 
dropped. 
Since r±(r)c/JM(r) E)Y rc), we can expand this function 
in terms of the complete set of Has eigenfunctions to 
obtain 
T±(r)c/JM(r) = ~ (LIT±IM)c/Jdr) + ~ f dk 
L I 
(2.2) 
From Eq. (2.2), one immediately obtains consistency 
conditions on the T-matrix elements out of the M state 
by choosing r to correspond to a node of c/JM (so the left-
hand side becomes zero). A detailed enumeration of these 
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conditions, including a discussion of those associated with 
higher order zeros of tPM, can be found in Ref. 8. 
Next, starting with the trivial identities 
(MIT±IM') = I dr(T±(r)tPM(r» tPM~;~:;,(r) , (2.3a) 
(mk"'IT±IM') = I dr(T±(r)tPM(r» tP;t1t~~~~,(r), (2.3b) 
and substituting from Eq. (2.2), we obtain the factorization 
relations 
(MIPIM') = L AjfL(M'IM)(LIT±IM) + L I dk 
L I 
x Aif/k(M'IM)(lk"'IT±IM), (2.4a) 
(mk''''IT±IM') = L I dk A;'k'/k(M' IM)(lk'" I T±IM) 
I 
+ L A;'k'L(M'IM)(LIPIM), (2.4b) 
L 
where 
A± (M'IM) = I' d tPL(r)tPM(r)*tPM'(r) + CCT 
ML r tPM(r) , 
A± (M'IM) = I' d tP'f,.(r)tPM(r)*tPM'(r) + CCT (2.5) 
Mik r tPM(r) 
and the other coefficients are obtained by replacing tPM 
with tP!,k in Eq. (2.5). Here M', M [and M for Eq. (2.4a)] 
are constrained such that these integrals converge at r 
= 00 (see discussion of the following paragraph). The f' 
dr indicates that we have regularized the singUlarities 
associated with the nodes of tPM. Cauchy Principal Value 
(CPV) ,integrals can be used for simple pole singularities8 
and other procedures involving subtraction of suitable 
linear combinations of consistency conditions to obtain 
regular integrals have been described.8,9 The validity of 
the interchange of J dr and L-L/L-I J dk implicit in 
obtaining Eqs. (2.4), (2.5) from Eq. (2.3), and which leads 
to singular integrals (2.5) requiring regularization, can be 
verified rigorously.s The CCT terms in Eq. (2.5) indicate 
that the relations (2.4) are invariant under the addition 
of various linear combinations of consistency conditions 
(assuming ES data is used as input). 
We now consider the question of convergence of the 
factorization matrix integrals at r = 00. As a simple 
example, we consider a collinear atom-oscillator system 
where the oscillator potential corresponds to a finite depth 
well and Vex) ~ 0 as the internal stretch coordinate x -> 
00 (e.g., a Morse oscillator). Then from the WKB ap-
proximation, we have that lO 
cJ>,.(x) -- exp{-l/h JX Y21t[V(x) - EN]dx} 
-- exp(-l/h Y21tIENlx), as x -> 00, (2.6) 
where EN < 0 is the energy of the Nth excited state and 
It is the oscillator reduced mass. This exponential decay, 
with an IENI I/2 factor in the exponent, holds exactly, as 
well as in the WKB, and occurs in all systems where the 
molecular binding potential V(r) -> 0 as r -> 00. 
By applying this result to Eq. (2.4a) for the prediction 
of bound state to bound state amplitudes, we require that 
IEMP/2 - IEMII/2 - IEM,P/2 < 0 as a condition for 
convergence of all the integrals in Eq. (2.5) at r = 00. If 
this constraint is not met, the divergences encountered 
cannot be regularized as were those corresponding to 
zeroes of cJ>M(r) for r 1= 00. Such restrictions on the range 
of the factorization relations is a feature not seen in the 
nonreactive case. Two important cases where this conver-
gence condition is satisfied are: 
(i) M, M', and M are all deep tightly bound states 
so that the magnitudes of the differences between EM, 
EM" and EM are small compared to the absolute magnitude 
of anyone of these energies. Here we also anticipate that 
the continuum should not play a significant role and 
thus, in Eq. (2.4a), the second term on the right-hand 
side should be negligible. These considerations must hold 
in order to recover the "standard" nonreactive factoriza-
tion relations.8•11 
(ii) EM or EM' :s;; EM (i.e., IEMI :s;; IEMI or IEM,I). 
This includes downward prediction (EM' :s;; EM)' 
We now consider the prediction of dissociation am-
plitudes via Eq. (2.4b), which is the main focus of this 
work. For convergence at r = 00, in this case, we cannot 
predict upwards (i.e., we are constrained to require that 
EM' :s;; EM)' In particular, ground state (M = 0) factori-
zation relations cannot be used. Therefore the use of the 
general input state form of the factorization relations is 
essential. 
We conclude this section with some further re-
marks on the structure of the factorization relations. If we 
define a "matrix-integral" operator by [A±(M'IM)]M,L 
- AifL(M'IM) and similar relations with M(L) replaced 
by mk(lk'), then we have that 
[A±(M'IM)]M,M = 6M,M', [A±(M'IM)]mk,M = O. (2.7) 
For certain choices of regularization, including the CPV 
choice (where appropriate) and some involving regular 
integrals,9 it follows that 
A±(MIM) = I (the identity) and A±(M"IM')A±(M'IM) 
= A±(M"IM), (2.8) 
interpreting the "matrix multiplication" to include sum 
and integral parts. Finally, we note again that, in predicting 
on-the-energy-sheU T±-matrix elements via Eq. (2.4), the 
input data is necessarily (half-) off shell. 
III. ES FACTORIZATION RELATIONS FOR A 
COLLINEAR ATOM-TRUNCATED SQUARE 
WELL DIATOMIC OSCILLATOR SYSTEM 
The collinear model has been widely used in various 
classical, semiclassical, and quantal studies of CID pro-
cesses. l -4 A truncated square well (TSW) choice for the 
diatomic oscillator binding potential has also featured in 
these analyses.3 The TSW provides a natural starting 
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point for the analysis of ES factorization relations since 
the (bound state and continuum) diatomic wave functions 
have a particularly simple form. 
The TSW binding potential Vex) is defined by 
{
oo x.s;;O 
Vex) = - Vo 0 < x < a 
o x~a 
(3.1) 
where x is the intranuclear separation coordinate of the 
diatom. Henceforth v(k) will denote the quantum numbers 
for the diatomic bound vibrational (continuum dissocia-
tion) states. Various choices of v and k will be distinguished 
by primes, overbars, etc. 
The orthonormal bound state wave functions (with 
internal energy Ev < 0) are given by 
{
o x.s;;O 
(Pv(x) = Av sin qvX, 0 < x < a . 
DvePv x , x ~ a 
(3.2) 
Here the vth bound state wave number qv inside the well, 
and decay rate -Pv outside the well, are given by 
qv = [2~(Vo - IEvl)/h2j1/2, Pv = -(2~IEvlh2)1!2, (3.3a) 
where ~ is the diatom reduced mass. The normalization 
constants Av, Dv satisfy 
11[1( 1'2) 1'2 ] 2' = - - qva - - sm qva - - sm qva . 
Av 2 qv 2 Pv 
(3.3b) 
The eigenvalues Ev are determined by the relation 
cot qva = Pv/qv' (3.4) 
It is immediately seen that v also gives the number of 
simple zeroes in the wave function (all of which occur in 
0< x < a). 
The continuum state wave functions, delta-function 
orthonormal with respect to (asymptotic) wave number 
(with internal energy Ek ~ 0) have the form 
0 x.s;;O 
Ak sin qkX, o <x < a, (3.5) 
¢kCx) = 
C)"2 ; sin(Pkx + Ok), x~a 
where the wave numbers qk and Pk inside and outside the 
well, respectively, are given by 
qk = [(2~/h2)(Ek + VO)]I!2, Pk = (2~Ek/h2)1!2, 
and the phase shift Ok and amplitUde Ak by 
Ok = tan-I[Pk tan q~] - P~, 
qk 
Ak = (~) 1/2 sin(~~ + Ok) . 
r sin q~ (3.6) 
For large Ek, we have Pk ~ qk, Ok = 0, and Ak = (2/r)I!2. 
Note that, because this is a one-dimensional problem 
with an infinite barrier at x = 0, there do not exist 
separate ± incoming and outgoing continuum state wave 
functions. 
The consistency conditions on the T-matrix elements 
derived from transitions out of the bound state v are 
for i = I-v, (3.7) 
where x(i/v) is the ith (simple) zero of ¢v<x). The facto-
rization relations predicting the bound to continuum state 
T-matrix elements are 
(kITlv') = I dpkAk'k(V'lv)(kITlv) 
+ L Ak'v(v'lv)(vITlv), (3.8) 
where v > v' and, using Cauchy Principal Value integrals 
(fdx) to regularize the factorization coefficients, one has 
(3.9) 
and 
Here BB(BC) denotes bound to bound (continuum) state 
and i(o) denotes the contribution from inside (outside) 
the potential well. 
Evaluation of these integrals is now outlined. This is 
trivial for the "outside" contributions but quite compli-
cated for the CPV "inside" contributions. 
Straightforward calculation of the integral I:B yields 
(
2)1/2 DvDv' tfa I:B = - - -- 2 2 [c sin(Pk,a + od 
r D jj C + Pk' 
(3.11) 
where C = -Pjj + Pv' + Pv. It is easily seen that I:B is 
small unless both lei and Pk' are small. Likewise, 1:C is 
given by 
BC 1 Dv' eta "" D± 
10 =---D LJd2+( - )2' 
r jj ± Pk + Pk' 
(3.12) 
where d = -Pjj + Pv' < 0 and 
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D± = ±COs(6k =+= 6d{ d COS[(Pk =+= pda] + (Pk =+= Pk·)sin[(Pk =+= Pk·)a]) 
=+= sin(6k =+= 6k·){d sin[(Pk =+= pda] - (Pk =+= pdCOS[(Pk =+= pda]). (3.13) 
It is readily established that I~ is also small unless Pk 
~ Pk' and Idl is small. 
B. Ira and Ire 
Here we discuss only IFfC; an analogous treatment is 
possible for I~B. In the numerator of the integral of IFfC, 
we first make the replacement 
sin qkX sin qk'X sin qv'X = sin w+_x + sin w_+x 
- sin w++x - sin w __ x, (3.14) 
where w ..... = qk + (1qk' + (1'qv' and (1, (1' = ±. It is then 
clear that we must evaluate Cauchy Principal Value 
integrals of the form 
f2... sin O() d () -=---A(} , o sm '-1 (3.15) 
where A = (a/27r)qjj, 0 = (a/27r)w ...... One can, of course, 
use numerical quadrature procedures to evaluate Eq. 
(3.15), however, we are interested in obtaining an under-
standing of the analytic structure of IFfC as a function of 
qk (including the large qk regime where rapid oscillations 
cause numerical problems). 
To this end we set z = ei9 and rewrite Eq. (3.15) in 
contour integral form as 
f2 ... 1m 0 d(} eill9/sin A(} 
1 Zll+~-I = -21m lim dz 1 2~ , .-0 C. - Z (3.16) 
where C. is obtained from the (clockwise) unit circle, 
centered at the origin, by removing arcs of length E 
centered at each pole. The jth pole on the unit circle is 
given by 
Zj = ei9}, where 8) = j7r/A 
and j = I, 2, ... , v. (3.17) 
The contour is illustrated and a detailed discussion of the 
evaluation of the integral is given in Appendix B. Suffice 
it to say here that this integral involves a residue contri-
bution from the simple poles and contributions from two 
ray contours infinitesimally above and below the real axis 
extending from Izi = 0 to 1. Thus we have 
IFfC=R+r+r, (3.IS) 
where R, J+, J- are contributions from the residues, and 
the upper and lower rays, respectively (and J± are con-
structed from the I± integrals described in Appendix B). 
Since the evaluation of Eq. (3.16) depends on the sign of 
o (and thus w ..... ), these contributions have different forms 
for various ranges of qk. The various cases are listed 
below. 
Here one has 
J+ = 0, 
7rAkAkA v' ;; . 
R = ;;.4- L (-1)' COS(j7rqk·/qjj) 
q v )=1 
2. qk' - qv < qk < qk' + qv 
Here one has 
37rA~kAv' J+ = _""';':"'-"---0.. 
SAjjqjj 
(J+ is typically small; see Sec. IV) and 
7rA"AkAv' ;; . 
R = 2 ;;.4- L (-1)'{coS[j7r(qk' - qv·)/qjj] 
q v )=1 
x COS(j7rqk/qjj) + sin[j7r(qk' + qv·)/q;;] 
X sin(j7rqk/qjj)}. 
3. qk > qk' + qv (which includes the 
asymptotic region) 
Here one has 
J+ = 0, 
7rAkAkAv' ~ ( »).. " ) R= _,L £oJ -I sm{j7rqk·/qjj)sm(J7rqv·/qjj 
qf>nv )=1 
(3.19a) 
(3.19b) 
(3.20a) 
(3.20b) 
(3.21a) 
X COs(j7rqk/qjj) (3.2Ib) 
and recall that Ak, Ak· - (2/7r)1/2 as k, k' - 00. We have 
not listed r as it has a complicated integral or infinite 
series form (see Appendix B), but is typically small and 
approaches zero as qk - 00. 
Elucidation of the structure of IFfC(Pk) from these 
expressions is not straightforward. However, it is clear 
that in the large Pk regime where qk - Pk, we have that 
IFfC approaches R which becomes a periodic function in 
Pk of period 2qjj. In this regime, the integral over each 
period is zero. We shall see in the next section that the 
possibility of large v will allow this zero area periodic 
asymptotic "ringing" structure to be quite localized and 
thus to have little effect in the factorization relations 
(under suitable conditions). It is also clear that, especially 
for large qk', there can exist a series of significant structures 
(originating primarily from R) in the region qk < qk' 
- qv" Because of the nonlinear qk - Pk transformation 
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and the qk dependence of the coefficient Ak, there will be 
significant distortion from periodicity and, as we shall see 
in Sec. IV, slight change from zero area (exept for 
structures around Pk = 0 which are discussed further 
below). 
One case where no asymptotic ringing structure 
appears is worthy of special attention. In this "commen-
surate" case, qk' is chosen as an integral multiple (n) of 
qjj so we can write 
sin(qk'x) = sin(nq"x) = sin(q"x)· !(q"x), (3.22) 
where !(s) is a linear combination of sine and cosine 
functions with arguments "Is" where 0 ~ I ~ n - 1. Thus 
using Eq. (3.22), Irc becomes 
AkAkAv'iQ . IF = dx[sin(qv'x)· !(q"x)]sm(qkx) A jj 0 (3.23) 
and since sin(qv'x)· !(qv'x) is regular, Irc = O(l/qk) as 
qk -+ 00 from the Riemann-Lebesque lemma and, thus, 
no periodic ringing structure appears. The function Irc 
will, however, in general exhibit a series of complex 
structures for qk ~ qk' (see Ref. 12 and Sec. IV). 
We note that IF and IrB are derived from the same 
integral expression I;(q) by replacing q = qk ~ q* 
= (2pYo/h2)1/2 in the former, with q = qv < q* in the 
latter [compare Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10)]. Thus, IrB simply 
samples the natural extension of iF to smaller q at 
(roughly equally spaced) q values qv. The above decom-
position of IF into residue, etc., parts of course applies 
to I;(q) for all q ~ 0, so in general we anticipate finding 
structures for q < q*. Furthermore for such structures in 
IrB , removed from q = 0 and q*, which are adequately 
sampled by qv values, significant cancellation is anticipated. 
This may not be the case for structures near q = 0 (v 
= 0). For structures centered around q = q* (Pk = 0), we 
expect some cancellation of discrete IrB values with the 
integral under IF as a function of Pk, near Pk = 0 
(anticipating that latter is similar to the integral with 
respect to qk over the corresponding region). Calculations 
in Sec. IV confirm these expectations. 
For our purposes, it is desirable to eliminate the 
potentially complicated structure of IrB , and Irc for qk 
< qk' - qv', appearing in the CPV regularized form of 
these coefficient functions, by addition of appropriate 
consistency condition terms (CCT). To do so, we compare 
the form of the ccr terms [see Eq. (2.5)], which can be 
added to the factorization coefficients A . . (v' Iv), with the 
structure of IF and IrB (and, in particular, R) determined 
above. The CCT terms have the form 
jj 
ccrBC = ~ C~'k'(j)Ak sin(j7rqk/qjj). 
j=1 
(3.24) 
Those for CCTBB are obtained by replacing Ak with Av, 
and qk with qv' Since CCTBC, CcrBB have the same sine 
function form as R in the region q (=qk, qv) < qk' - qv', 
it is possible to choose the arbitrary coefficients C~'k'(j), 
C~'v(j) so that CCTBC, CcrBB cancels R there. It is thus 
possible to almost cancel Irc or IBC in this region, and 
IrB or IBB since R provides the dominant contributions 
(see Sec. IV and Ref. 12). Analogous cancellation is not 
possible for the range qk > qk' - qv" This serves to 
emphasize the fact that the residues R which constitute 
the only asymptotically non vanishing component of the 
contour integral in the z plane, are not the same as 
residues obtained from any contour suitable encircling 
poles of IF or IrB in the original x plane. One can 
readily show that the latter can be cancelled by consistency 
condition terms. 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE COLLINEAR 
ATOM-TSW OSCILLATOR ES FACTORIZATION 
COEFFICIENTS 
The appropriate parameters for the two physical 
systems considered here TSW I and II are given in Table 
I in atomic units (a.u.). The system TSW I has been used 
in the context of CID by Ford et al. 3 to model the diatom 
H2 • The system TSW II provides a model for HI. The 
TSW I (II) system has five (20) bound states. 
Numerical ES factorization coefficients IBC = Ak'k 
X (v'lv) and IBB = Ak'v(v'lv) required to predict (k'ITlv') 
from transition amplitudes out of v = v' + 1 are presented, 
for TSW II for v = 16 and Pk' = 65 a.u., in Fig. I and 
Table II, respectively. Both the CPV regularized form of 
these (Icpv), and that obtained by adding consistency 
conditions (Icer), as described above, are displayed. The 
appearance of an asymptotically periodic ringing structure 
in the R contribution to IBC is expected since, here 
qk' /qjj = 68.22/17 .29 ~ 3.945 which is not commensurate. 
These ringing structures, for qk > qk' + qv', are quite 
localized. In the region Iqk - qk,1 < qv', all components 
contribute significantly to I~v, and there is significant 
cancellation between the oscillations in I:C and R to 
achieve a sharpening of the sum. This (I~v) structure is 
naturally decomposed as the sum of a suitably placed 
ringing structure (with asymptotic shape) and a single, 
sharply peaked, positive function with area close to unity. 
The latter is centered at Pk ~ 64.0 a.u. (cf. Pk' = 65 a.u.). 
The "almost zero integral" I~v structure in qk < qk' 
- qv' is removed by adding consistency condition terms 
(as described in Sec. IV) to obtain Ir:er. In I~, there 
automatically appears a single sharp peak in the region 
Iqk - qk' I < qv' centered at Pk' ~ 65.9 a.u. (the function 
obtained by subtracting the "extracted" I~v peak from 
the Ir:er peak has the same shape as an I~ asymptotic 
ringing structure). Note that in predicting on-shell 
(k'ITlv - I) from transition out of v, for the sharp 
"main" peak in the factorization coefficients to be centered 
on on-shell (kITlv), it should be shifted to the right of 
Pk' (but by -Pk,/qjj rather than roughly unity as here). 
Finally, note that, in I BB, the individually small contri-
TABLE I. Parameters for the TSW I and TSW II systems in a.u. 
Parameter 
Jl. 
a 
Vo 
TSWI 
918.75 
2.94 
0.0156 
TSW II 
1822.6765 
3.0313 
0.1175 
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AG. 1. ES factorization coefficients 
let:: = Ak.dv - Ilv) (and associated 
components) as functions of Pk for 
the TSW II system with v = 16 and 
Pk' = 65 a.u. For the CPV regularized 
forms l~v we have extracted the 
main peak near Pk' by subtracting a 
suitably positioned asymptOtic R (Roo) 
structure. The form of let:: modified 
by consistency conditions lrt,. (see 
the text) is also shown. 
butions from I~B and r almost cancel so I~~v - R 
= I~~ = 0, and R (or I~~v) has one significant noncan-
ceiling structure around v = 1. 
The basic features displayed in the above example 
are generic to the TSW II system. To illustrate this point, 
we have given results, in Fig. 2, for a case with high Pk' 
= 132.5 a.u. (and still ii = 16), The asymptotic ringing 
structures in I~v are more "spread out" here (but the 
left and right parts individually have almost zero area), 
again one of these structures is mixed in with the "main" 
sharp peak at Pk = 131.6 a.u., and now there are three 
structures in the region qk < qk' - qv" In Ir:cr the 
asymptotic ringing structure has been sharpened, there 
now automatically appears a single sharp "main" peak at 
Pk = 133.5 a.u. (related to the extracted I~v peak in the 
same way as described above), and the structures in qk 
< qk' - qv' have been removed. Again, in I BB, I~B, and 
r almost cancel, so I~v - R = I~ = 0(10-7), but 
here R (or I~~v) has significant values for v = 1-5 of 
-0.039, +0.440, +0.151, -0524, -0.048, respectively. 
These sum to -0.020, i.e., almost cancel (cf. the discussion 
of the previous section). 
One can also consider the approach to the commen-
surate case. We find that only when the difference between 
TABLE II. Some ES factorization coefficients]DB = Ak'''(V - Ilv) (and associated components) for the TSW 
II system with v = 16 and Pk' = 65 a.u. Since I~B and r almost cancel the CPV regularized form satisfies 
l~~v "., R. Note that l~ values are extremely small (l~~v and l~ are zero for v = 16). The integers in 
parenthesis indicate that numbers must be multiplied by 10 raised to that power. The same notation is 
used in the following table. 
V lBB 
" 
r R mv l~ 
0 -2.819 (-4) 2.823 (-4) -7.955 (-2) -7.955 (-2) 3.862 (-7) 
I 5.646 (-4) -5.654 (-4) -4.571 (-I) -4.571 (-I) -7.686 (-7) 
2 -8.491 (-4) 8.502 (-4) 2.376 (-2) 2.376 (-2) 1.143 (-6) 
3 1.136 (-3) -1.138(-3) -1.053 (-2) -1.053 (-2) -1.508 (-6) 
4 -1.429 (-3) 1.429 (-3) 6.511 (-3) 6.513 (-3) 1.851 (-6) 
5 1.722 (-3) -1.724 (-3) -4.644 (-3) -4.646 (-3) -2.174 (-6) 
6 -2.023 (-3) 2.025 (-3) 3.570 (-3) 3.572 (-3) 2.467 (-6) 
7 2.330 (-3) -2.333 (-3) -2.865 (-3) -2.867 (-3) -2.721 (-6) 
8 -2.645 (-3) 2.648 (-3) 2.356 (-3) 2.359 (-3) 2.927 (-6) 
9 2.969 (-3) -2.972 (-3) -1.962 (-3) -1.965 (-3) -3.070 (-6) 
10 -3.304 (-3) 3.307 (-3) 1.638 (-3) 1.641 (-3) 3.136 (-6) 
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qk·/qij and an integer is extremely small (~O.OOS) does 
one see a significant reduction in the ampitude of the 
ringing structure. 
In the expressions for components of lBC given in 
the previous section, one finds functional dependence on 
q's through the ratios qk,/qij, qv·/qij, and qk/qij. Thus if we 
fix qk·/qij and then vary v = v' + 1, one might anticipate 
little variation in the shape of IBC(Pk) except for some 
dilation with increasing v (i.e., decreasing qii). See Ref. 12 
for more details. Such a series of plots for I~~v is shown 
in Fig. 3 for noncommensurate qk,/q;; = 2.75. We have 
also calculated the appropriate I~~v values to verify the 
natural expectation that the leftmost I~v structure (in 
the region qk < qk' - qv') is drawn out of the bound-state 
data (for v increasing). In fact, for v = 14, one finds a 
cancelling I~~v structure at v = 17, IS, 19 (i.e., the 
highest qv or lowest -Pv states), but for v = 15, one finds 
an I~~v structure at v = IS, 19 where these components 
sum to -0.5. The latter should be compared with the 
area of the leftmost I~v structure of ~ -0.9 (only partial 
cancellation is anticipated because of distortion in the 
qk -- Pk transformation at Pk = 0, and limitations of 
I~~v sampling). The I~~v data display an additional 
cancelling structure for lower v values, which moves 
slowly upward (in v) as v increases. 
Next we use the TSW I system to give examples of 
IDC and IBB for the commensurate cases qk,/qii = 3 and 4 
(see Fig. 4 and Table III). Of course, there is no asymptotic 
ringing structure in l~~v for these cases. Here one sees 
some cancellation between the oscillations in l~ and r 
to sharpen the structure around the main peak (which is 
centered at Pk just below Pk')' The structure in the region 
qk < qk' - qv' is "dramatic" for qk,/qii = 4 and several 
such structures appear as integral qk,/qjj increases. Corre-
sponding structures appear in l~~v. An analysis of the 
positions of all these is given in Ref. 12 which, in 
particular, shows the existence of a (noncancelling) low v 
structure for even qk.fq;;. All these are removed in the 
l~ plots and an asymptotic ringing structure now 
BC 
ICpV 
200 
BC 
ICpV - R ... 
131. 6~~ around 
+'" 
I 
~ 
BC 
CCT 
250 
FIG. 2. The CPV regularized fonn 
I~v and consistency condition 
modified fonn Il.!h of the 
ES factorization coefficients IDC 
= Ak'k(V - 116) for TSW II with 
6 = 16 and Pk' = 132.5 a.u. We 
have extracted a main peak from 
I~v near Pk' (cr. Fig. 1). 
appears (for leer, there is no special distinction between 
commensurate and noncommensurate cases). The main 
peaks in l~ are again shifted just to the right of Pk" 
It is natural here to make some qualitative compar-
isons between factorization coefficient behavior for the 
systems TSW I and II to assess the effect of increasing 
the number of bound states. The residue terms are 
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FIG. 3. CPV regularized ES factorization coefficients I~v = Ak'k(v' = 6 
- 116) for TSW II with}ixed qk,/q. = 2.75 and various 6 (shown). 
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FIG. 4. The CPV regularized fonn Ir.;v and consistency condition 
modified fonn [~ of the ES factorization coefficients [DC = Ak"k(ii 
- I Iii) for the system TSW I with ii = 3 for the commensurate cases qk' 
= 3q. (Pk' = 10.70) and qk' = 4q. (Pk' = 15.03). 
constructed as a finite Fourier series from sin(211" jqk/qi) 
(or cosines) for j = 1, 2, ... , V. Thus the asymptotic 
period is given by 2qi) (which provides a reasonable 
estimate of the separation of structures for all Pk ~ 0). 
Interference of these sinusoidal functions produces sharper 
structures whose width we expect to be of order l/v times 
this period. Thus, in general, for systems with more 
bound states, all structures including the main peak are 
sharper (with respect to the period). This feature is clearly 
displayed comparing Figs. 1, 2, and 4. 
Finally we return to consideration of the TSW II 
system and determine, numerically, the area Ak{v) of the 
single sharp main peak in I~ near Pk' for v = 16 and 
Pk' ranging from 40 to 135 a.u. (at intervals of 2.5 a.u.). 
The peak width starts at 2.8 a.u. and levels off to 2.6 a.u. 
when Pk' ~ 70 a.u. The oscillation of Ak{v) about unity 
is a maximum at the lower end of this Pk' range (0.959 
to 1.065) and decreases in amplitude as Pk' increases (Fig. 
5). It is important to note that the area of the "main 
peak," Ak{v) is essentially invariant under modification 
of the factorization coefficient by adding consistency 
condition terms, since, although these can superimpose a 
structure on the main peak, they have (almost) zero 
integral over a suitable region around Pk'. 
The requirements on the T';matrix elements in order 
that we are justified in making the approximation 
(k'ITlv - I) = Ak{v)(k'ITlv) [cf. Eq. (1.7)] with v = 16 
here, are described in detail in the next section. Assuming 
for the moment that these are valid, we can make some 
deductions about the behavior of these T-matrix elements. 
We first note that previous studies show that relative 
kinetic energies of several times the well depth of the 
diatomic binding potential are sufficient to guarantee 
dissociation3.4 (i.e., the total probability of dissociation is 
"'"" 1). This condition is implicit in the sudden approxi-
mation so it is necessary (if these ideas are valid) that we 
see here no net enhancement or inhibition as k' varies 
[i.e., the mean of Ak{v) is unity]. From Fig. 5, we see 
that the ratio (k'i TI15)/( k'i T116) oscillates about unity 
as k' varies and thus conclude that these individual T-
matrix elements must exhibit oscillation with k'. One 
final point is that Adv) ..... 1 as k' ..... 00, consistent with 
the expectation that the bound state vibrational energy 
has little influence in the dissociation of the diatom with 
high relative momentum of the fragments. 
v. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
For collinear atom-TSW oscillator systems, we have 
presented results of calculations for the coefficients IBC 
= Ak,~v'lv) and IBB = Ak,.(v'lv) in factorization relations 
predicting dissociation amplitudes and concentrating on 
Vi = v-I. Instead of finding a single sharply peaked 
structure in I~v near Pk', there are additional local 
(almost) zero area structures extending periodically to Pk 
= 00 (except when qk,/qi) is integral, i.e., commensurate 
cases). There are also distorted structures for Pk ~ Pk' and 
structures in I BB, which may not integrate/sum to zero. 
All of the latter disappear in a form of the factorization 
coefficients leer suitably modified by consistency condi-
tions. Furthermore, a sharp main peak automatically 
appears here. We have naturally extended the analysis 
given above to consider not only the case v' = v-I, but 
also Vi = V - 2, v - 3, .... As might be anticipated, the 
structure of the main peak in I~er becomes successively 
broader here. All of these features motivate the use of 
leer, for Vi = v-I, in the analysis of state specific 
vibrational enhancement/inhibition of CID. 
TABLE III, CPV regularized ([~Jv) and consistency condition modified 
([~) fonns of the ES factorization coefficients ['IB = Ak,.,(ii - llii) for 
the TSW I system with ii = 3 for the commensurate cases qk' = 3q. and 
qk' = 4q •. 
qk' = 3q,; qk' = 4q,; 
v [~Jv [~ mv Erh 
0 1.474 (-3) -6.248 (-5) -9.585 (-I) -1.536 (-5) 
1 -2.961 (-3) 1.066 (-4) 2.162 (-2) 2.628 (-5) 
2 9.417 (-I) -1.042 (-4) -9.069 (-3) -2.586 (-5) 
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 -9.142 (-I) 3.284 (-4) 2.013 (-2) 8.798 (-5) 
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Such an analysis, as outlined in the introduction, is 
complicated by the appearance of (almost zero area) 
ringing structures in I~. However we still anticipate 
that the assumption made given in the introduction, and 
used in Sec. IV (that the dominant contribution to the 
factorization relations integral comes from the main peak) 
will be reasonable with certain constraints on the T-
matrix behavior. For the collinear system analyzed in 
Secs. III and IV, we require that the initial bound state 
V, final dissociation state k' and relative kinetic energy 
are chosen such that: 
(i) (kITlv) does not vary significantly over the width 
of one of the almost zero area ringing structures in 
I~, so these produce negligible contribution to (k'ITlv 
- I). Note that the oscillations in T-matrix elements 
deduced from Fig. 5 refer to (almost) on-shell quantities 
whereas here we are dealing with off-shell variation. 
(ii) (kITlv) become zero before a "large number" 
of ringing structures are crossed (this off-shell quantity 
will decay for sufficiently large k I3). 
Under such conditions one is assured that the contribution 
to (k'i Tlv - 1) from the single sharply peaked structure 
near Pk' in the integral (1.7) or (3.8) dominates, so our 
simple analysis predicting enhancement/inhibition via 
Ak{v) holds. 
The analysis presented here is a precursor to the 
treatment of more complex systems. Preliminary calcu-
lations for a collinear atom-diatom Morse oscillator 
system display more complicated factorization coefficient 
structure, and here, of course, we no longer have simple 
commensurate cases (except for v = 1 where, clearly, the 
single node of this first excited state can be matched with 
a node of the k'th continuum state for an infinite series 
of values of Pk')' Again one would naturally attempt to 
use consistency conditions to (almost) eliminate factori-
zation coefficients in I DD, and in IBC for qk < qk' - qv" 
Development of exact factorization relations for CID 
(with full projectile-molecule dynamics dependent coeffi-
cients) and their reduction to the ES form presented here 
may be achieved by a straightforward adoption of the 
techniques of Beard et al.6,'2 
Finally we reiterate that the required use of ES 
factorization relations with nonground state input has 
lead to flexibility in the (choice of regularization of) 
factorization coefficients.8 The question obviously arises 
as to which is the most natural choice of these. Here, 
clearly, this choice "almost eliminates" coefficients for 
downward transitions (Le., I~). We remark that in the 
ES factorization relations for nonreactive systems with a 
single quantum label, one can choose the consistency 
condition terms to exactly eliminate coefficients for down-
ward transitions.8 This form appears automatically in the 
"matrix approach" of generating factorization relations. 14 
Furthermore there are indications, from numerical studies, 
that the matrix form is most reliable for prediction of 
transitions using exact (CC) input. '2 
APPENDIX A 
We verify that the break-up amplitude for a projectile-
molecule system can be calculated by taking matrix 
elements of the T± operators in Eq. 0.4) between appro-
priate Has eigenstates. The corresponding S-matrix ele-
ments are 
(AI) 
where the H eigenfunctions !/t;'kK correspond to scattering 
of the projectile and various fragments of the molecule. 
Since 
l!/tin<) = l!/tfnc) + [G±(EMK,) 
- G'I'(EMK,)] v intl4>MK), (A2) 
where G±(E) = lim.-o+ G(E ± if) and G(z) = (z - H)-I, 
we have 
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S~kK,MK' = +21rio(EmkK - EMK')<~~kKlVintlcPMK.) 
= +21rio(EmkK - EMK')<cP~kKlvint + vintG±(EmkK = EMK.)vintlcPMK.) 
= +21rio(EmkK - EMK')<cP~kKIT±lcPMK'>' 
where we have used the energy representation of the 
abstract T±. 
APPENDIX B 
Here we evaluate I = 1m lim.-o Ie, dz(ZI!+tH/1 
Z2.1), where C. is obtained from the (clockwise) unit 
circle, centered on the origin by removing arcs of length 
E centered at Zj = ei8j where ()j = j1r/t!.., j = I, 2, ... , ii. 
For any function f analytic in an open region containing 
the unit circle except for poles at Zj and having a branch 
cut along the positive real axis, one has from Cauchy's 
theorem and the residue theorem that 
-1ri j~ Rf(zj) + (~~ L. dz + Lo dz + L+ dz + L- dZ) 
xf(z) = 0, (BI) 
where the contours Co, C+, C- are shown in Fig. 6 and 
Rf ( ) denotes the residue of f. 
Applying this result to evaluate I, we note that for 
our appli~tion (since sin (}() = -sin( -(}(), one can always 
choose (}, t!.. > 0, so I Co dz· • • --+ 0 as '0 --+ O. 
Also since R(zj) = -zf-.1/2t!.., one has 
1= [1r/t!..] L cos[«(} - t!..)j1r/t!..] + r + r, (B2) 
j=1 
where the contributions I± from the integrals along C ±, 
as the angle 0 --+ 0, are given below. For r, set Z = ye i6 
1M Z 
REz 
FIG. 6. Contour for the integral (BI) with ii = 2. 
(A3) 
for y real, expand the denominator, and integrate with 
respect to y to obtain 
r = ~ sin 2t!..01 __ I ~ (Sin 2t!..0!\ 2t!..0 --+ _I 
1=0 (} + t!.. + 2M 2t!.. 1=0 2t!..01 -, 2t!.. 
Loo d sin s 1r X s--=-o s 4t!..' as 0--+0 (B3) 
which is small for large t!.. (or q,,). For r, set z 
= ye i(2 .. -6) for y real (recalling the choice of branch cut 
along the positive real axis) to obtain 
- = - LI ei2.-(11+.1)yll+.1-1 
I 1m dy 1 i4 .. .1 2.1 
o - e y 
___ ~ sin 21r«(} + t!.. + 2t!..1) 
LJ (B4) 
1-0 (} + t!.. + 2t!..1 
which is small for large (} and/or t!... Since the series is 
slowly converging, it is more convenient to evaluate the 
integral numerically noting that there is now no rapid 
oscillation behavior for large (} (or qk) or t!... 
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